
FEM stages

Finite element analysis is comprised of three main components:

Preprocessor:

1 Input: Geometry representation of the distinct domains, boundary conditions,
loads, are specified plus other data not representable in geometric form.

2 Meshing: Geometry representation is discretized to elements. Loads
transferred to discrete model (e.g., nodes, facets, etc.). Element types and
their material is assigned based on the geometry model.

Solver:

1 Assembly: Discrete model equations (e.g., stiffness matrix and force vector)
are formed.

2 System solve: Equations are solved (e.g., a = K−1F).
3 Element solutions: Transfer (nodal) solutions to elements.

Postprocessor:

1 Recovery process: Improving FEM raw solution using e.g., superconvergence
property (if needed).

2 Error analysis (if needed).
3 Output: in text and graphical forms.

For adaptive, nonlinear, and/or time-dependent problems all of some parts of each stage

are looped.
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FEM Objects in preprocessor

Geometry Objects:

These objects define the exact geometry of the model, loads, boundary
conditions and so forth.
Geometric objects are different than their possibly approximate representation
in discretized version. For example, the discretization of a 2D domain with
curved boundaries, using triangular elements introduces a geometric error.
In the figure above, a domain with simple geometry (a square solid region
with 3 linear bar and elements) is shown:
As will be shown next, for one linear square solid element the actual
representation of the prescribed temperature (in green) will be approximated
by a linear function (dash-line). That is, geometry, loads, BCs, etc. should
have an independent representation than their FEM counterparts.
In this course, we do not elaborate on the implementation of pre- and
post-process stages and our main focus will be on the solver stage. 390 / 458



FEM Objects in solver

For the remainder of the section, the focus is only on those used in
solver stage.

Some examples are shown in the figure: elements, nodes, dofs. These
will be further discussed next.

In the following, {a} refers to a set, vector, tensor, or loosely speaking
a collection of objects a (for example set of elements, nodes, etc.).
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FEM Solver Objects: 1. Element: Data

id: Clearly, id of e1 is 1.

neNodes (nen): Number of element nodes (e.g., for element 1 nen = 4).

eNodes (LEM): Indices of element nodes in global system; e.g., for e1:

LEMe1 =
[
3 2 1 4

]
number of element dof (nedof: nef ): can be different than nen; for e1 : nef = 12.

edofs (ae): nef vector of dofs; e.g., for e1:

ae1 =
[
ae11 ae12 · · · ae1ne

f

]
=
[
T1 Ux1 Uy1 T2 Ux2 Uy2 T3 Ux3 Uy3 T4 Ux4 Uy4

]
dofMap (Me

t ): map from element to global dofs; e.g., for ei we will observe:

Me1
t =

[
2 3 4 3̄ 4̄ 5̄ 1̄ 2̄ 1 5 6 7

]
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FEM Solver Objects: 1. Element: Data

stiffness matrix (ke: ke): nef × nef local stiffness (conductivity, etc.) matrix.

force vectors (fde, foe, fee: feD, f
e
o , f

e
e ): A variety of element nef load vectors such

as essential BC (feD), sum of other forces (feo = fer + feN + · · · , etc.), and element
total fee = feD + feo .

{physics}: Physics represented by the element; e.g., for e1 physics are solid and
thermal.

eType: one or more than one object that identify the element type. Examples are
shape and order of element (linear triangle, etc.).
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FEM Solver Objects: 1. Element: Function

Some sample element functions are:

Calculate ke (virtual)

Calculate feo : sum of all forces, but feD (virtual)

Compute Output Element: computes and outputs element; e.g., axial forces for
truss: (virtual)

Calculate feD = keae

Assemble ke and fee into global K and F

Virtual

Virtual is an attribute of some functions in object oriented programming. Without going
to details, virtual functions are black box functions where any different type of object
(e.g., solid physics element, thermal physics element, etc.) performs its independent
routine to achieve the objective of the function (e.g., compute ke and feo i the first two
functions; compute area and surface for shapes, etc.).
This is opposed to the last two functions in this example (assembly, and feD = keae)
where the same exact routine is performed for all types of objects.
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FEM Solver Objects: 2. Physics

Physics refers to physics that an element represents. For example for e1 the element
includes two physics of plane solid and thermal.

Elements e2 and e3 have one physics of solid truss.

Depending on interpretation, e4 can be considered as one physics of solid frame or two
physics of truss + beam.

Physics includes data that specify how physics is integrated into the element.

Some of physics data are similar to element data in terms of dofs, dof maps, etc..

As an example remember frame element where the integration of two physics of axial (bar)
and flexural(beam) into the element resembled assembly of local element to global system.

Due to complexity and flexibility of description of physics object (cf. refer to the choice of
interpretation above), as well as the fact that our focus will be on single physics problems
we skip details of physics class.

One important member of physics is {field}: that is a physics includes a set of tensor (or
parts of tensor) fields. Examples are (Ux, Uy) for truss, and (Ux, Uy) and θ for frame.
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FEM Solver Objects: 3. Field

Field is one complete or partial tensor field represented by the element

For example, if we consider a 2D frame as one physics (as opposed to two physics of axial
bar + flexural bending) this physics has the two fields: 1. Displacement: (Ux, Uy) and 2.
rotation: (θ).

In this example, (Ux, Uy) is partial since it misses Uz and θ := θz is only one of the three
rotations.

Data: One important data of field is component. Ux is a component of the field, while
the set (Ux, Uy) is the actual field.

In summary:

Element data: {Physics}
Physics data: {Field}

Field data: {Component}
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FEM Solver Objects: 4. Node: Data

id: Clearly, id of n1 is 1.
coordinate: e.g., for n1 the coordinate in the figure can be:

crdXY (n1) =
[
0 0

]
coordinate components are alway represented with respect to a coordinate system
(another geometry object we will not further discuss herein).
{ndof}: i.e., a “set” of dofs. Dof is a class being described next. It includes data such as
being free or prescribed, position in global free or prescribed dofs, value (e.g.,
displacement), and force.
nndof: Number of dof for the given node.

We will not discuss functions for the node object.
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FEM Solver Objects: 5. Dof: Data

Dof refers to a degree of freedom for the system considered. It refers to both free and prescribed
dofs. For continuous Galerkin FEM dofs are nodal dofs.Data for such dofs are:

prescribed (p) A boolean that specified whether dof is free f (it’s value is unknown) or
prescribed p. DEFAULT: is p = 0, that is ONLY p dofs should be listed in input files.
position (pos) - or alternatively called id: is the loc of dof in its corresponding group of f
or p.
value (v): is the value of dof. This value is unknown for f dofs and prescribed for p dofs.
After solution the value will be known for all dofs.
force (f): is the corresponding force for the dof. Force is known for f and unknown for p
dofs (opposite to value). Again, all forces will be known after solution.
Field (F): Referring to physical field; e.g., Displacement U, temperature T , etc..
index (i): The (tensorial) index for the field.
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FEM Solver Objects: 5. Dof

Examples of dof for the structure shown are:

dof p pos v f field index

1 of n1 true 1̄ T̄ unknown T -

3 of n1 false 1 unknown 0 U 2

3 of n5 false 10 unknown M̄ θ - (a vector in 3D)

2 of n6 true 7̄ ȳ unknown U 2
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FEM Solver Objects: 6. Other solver related objects

Some other objects in solver stage are:

Material Property: This object stores material properties, such as elastic modulus E,
conductivity κ. Some other properties such as A, and I may be included in this object or
in a separate object.

Objects for I/O: Several objects or temporary storage members are used for input (e.g., p
and f dofs) and output (nodal and element solutions).
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FEM Solver Objects: 7. FEM solver

There is not a clear object for FEM solver. However, we can think of FEM solver as an object
that is responsible for 1) reading in discretization data; 2) storing all node and element data; 3)
solution of global system. Basically FEM solver is the driver for FEM solution.

dim, ndim spatial dimension for the problem (1D, 2D, and 3D)
number of nodes (nNodes, nn) in the domain; e.g., nn = 6.
nodes {node}: vector of nodes in the domain; e.g., n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6.
number of elements (ne, ne) in the the domain; e.g., ne = 4.
elements {element}: vector of elements in the domain; e.g., e1, e2, e3, e4.
free dofs (dofs: a): vector of global free dofs.
number of free dof (nf, nf); e.g., nf = 10.
number of prescribed dof (np, np); e.g., np = 8.
number of dof (ndof, ndof = nf + np); e.g., ndof = 18.
stiffness matrix (K = Kff ); nf × nf matrix.
force vector (F = Ff ); nf(×1) vector.
prescribed force vector (Fp) (Optional); np(×1) vector. May be used for more
streamlined computation of prescribed dof forces.
number of materials: nmats.
material database {mats}: Parameters and Values for all material in the model.
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